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Governments and corporations have a symbiotic relation-
ship, with each relying on the other to survive and thrive. 
The government’s success depends on private expenditure, 

which brings employment opportunities and increases citizens’ 
standard of living. Businesses require adequate risk-adjusted re-
turns on their investments and look for predictable government 
policies when conducting their operations. This co-dependence 
generally results in policies that meet both parties’ needs. Howev-
er, government actions do sometimes result in adverse conditions 
for business investment. When this occurs, corporations are faced 
with difficult choices about how to react. Based on an analysis of 
three seemingly unrelated, but timely events, a number of consid-
erations have been found that businesses should address when de-
termining how to respond to unexpected government actions.

World Tour
In 2007, the Albertan government instituted a new Royalty Rate 

Regime in an attempt to maximize government revenues from 
the province’s thriving energy sector. Royalties can essentially 
be viewed as a tax on gross production. Whenever an oil or gas 
company sells any of their extracted resources, the government 
immediately takes a share of the realized sale price. These royalty 
revenues have historically constituted up to a third of Albertan 
Provincial government tax revenue. After conducting a royalty 
review, the government instituted new and significantly higher 
rates dependent on both production volume and commodity pric-
es. This increased the maximum government take on oil and gas 
revenues from 35% to 50%.  Producers immediately rebelled, with 
EnCana Corporation publicly shifting CD $1 billion of capital ex-
penditures out of Alberta and into British Columbia and Saskatch-
ewan.  Combined with a decrease in commodity prices and the on-
set of the current recession, corporate oil and gas expenditures, and 
tax revenue plummeted in Alberta.  In the ensuing two years, the 
government instituted many temporary programs to stimulate in-
creased investment. In March, 2010, the Albertan government gave 
in to producer demands by instituting a new royalty regime that 
essentially matched the pre-2007 program. It remains to be seen 
how producers will react to this new regime, as the private sec-
tor will likely harbour feelings of mistrust towards the government 
for some time and doubt the longevity of any public initiative or 
promise.  It is, however, clear that their demands and reduced in-
vestment eventually broke the Stelmach government’s willpower.

In July of 2009, the Chinese government arrested four em-
ployees of Rio Tinto, an Australian iron-ore producer, on charges 
of commercial spying, bribery and espionage. Although the es-
pionage charge was later dropped, this abrupt action shows how 
quickly changes can occur in business-government relations. After 
these arrests, speculation arose that they were political moves by 

the government to affect Rio’s ongoing price discussions with the 
state-controlled steel industry group. Other analysts cited Govern-
ment anger over state-controlled firm Chinalco’s failed US $19.5 
billion investment in the firm – one that Rio had accepted, and sub-
sequently rejected when other sources of capital became available.  
Surprisingly, in late-March 2010, the detained employees plead 
guilty to charges of bribery. The trial of these employees for steal-
ing confidential information is ongoing, but is closed to foreign 
press on the grounds of “State Secrets”. Although the outcome of 
this trial has yet to be determined, the charges were met with inter-
national scorn as the information in question would be considered 
fair and standard research in almost any other country.  Further 
complicating this relationship is the 9% stake that Chinalco holds 
in Rio Tinto. Even with these trials proceeding, Rio Tinto and the 
Chinese Government continue to hold negotiations and undertake 
business ventures together – including a recently announced US 
$1.35 billion joint venture in Africa.

It is clear that oil producers’ demands and 
reduced investment eventually broke the 
Stelmach government’s willpower.

Google’s recent decision to close its Chinese search engine was 
a direct consequence of a series of cyber-attacks, allegedly originat-
ing from China, on Google source code and the Gmail accounts of 
Chinese human rights activists. Although Google had entered the 
Chinese market with reservations about censoring search content, 
they followed Government censorship rules until these attacks oc-
curred.  Although Google’s other Chinese operations are currently 
ongoing, analysts are unsure if the Chinese government will allow 
this to continue. The government has been harsh in its condemna-
tion of Google, issuing strongly-worded statements and demand-
ing internally that large Chinese corporations sever ties with the 
search provider. Until January, Google had abided by Chinese cen-
sorship laws in an attempt to gain market share in the world’s fast-
est growing Internet market. 

Corporate Considerations
By examining these three events, it becomes clear that corporate 

and government actions differ vastly depending on their relative 
power in the relationship. In determining how to respond to an un-
expected government decision, there are a set questions that an or-
ganization should ask itself to help determine a suitable response.

1. Can the absolute or relative returns being earned be  
replicated elsewhere? 
2. Does this decision jeopardize the firm’s operations in other 
jurisdictions?
3. Is the government able to obtain the same level of investment 
from other companies? 
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By using this framework, firms can determine the power rela-
tionship between themselves and the government, allowing them 
to pursue the accordingly correct actions. The relative importance 
of these considerations varies depending on the situation. It is cru-
cial that corporations correctly judge the relative importance of 
each question.  

Can The Corporation Earn Comparable Re-
turns Elsewhere?

The primary concern of any corporation is its ability to earn a 
return on its investments. If the returns available in a district can 
be exceeded in other jurisdictions, organizations will shift their 
expenditures to these new districts, thereby reducing government 
revenues in the original area. Power will then shift from the local 
governments towards corporations. Any actions taken by govern-
ments that reduce returns will be met with immediately decreased 
investment. The ease of transferring capital expenditures to B.C. 
and Saskatchewan was the most important threat used by Albertan 
oil producers in their effort to reduce royalty rates.

Corporations must take both absolute and relative returns into 
account when evaluating potential returns in varying jurisdictions. 
Although Rio Tinto could potentially earn better relative returns on 
expenditures in other districts, the absolute returns in China are so 
large as to preclude the corporation from stopping Chinese invest-
ment. In 2009, Chinese buyers accounted for 24.3% of Rio Tinto’s 
sales. The organization’s recognition of their reliance on China is 
exhibited by the CEO Tom Albanse’s recent comments to a Chinese 
delegation, “I can only say we respectfully await the outcome of 
the Chinese legal process. We remain committed to strengthening 
our relationship with China, not just because you are our biggest 
customer, but because we see long-term business advantages for 
both of us.”

Compared to the other two corporations, Google faces a more 
complex return analysis. Although only 2.5% of its current reve-
nues are generated in China, the company’s decision to leave the 
country could have a long-term impact on its corporate earnings, 
as it will be hard to re-enter this fast growing market. In the short 
run, these revenues are likely replaceable, but the total financial 
impact will not be measurable for at least a decade.

How Will These Decisions Affect The 
Firm’s Operations In Other Jurisdictions?

The second question that the organization must ask itself is if 
the unforeseen government decision will have a negative impact 
on returns being earned in other jurisdictions. Many corporations 
operate in different countries, but these operations are run inde-
pendently and have little to no effect on one another. Although 
this is the case for the Alberta oil and gas producers and Rio Tinto, 
in Google’s case, the issues in China could be detrimental to its 
businesses in North America and Europe. While the firm has been 
operating under Chinese censorship laws since the launch of its 
Chinese-language search engine in 2006, only after the recent dis-
covery of “China originated” cyber-attacks has it come under-fire 
from the media that it may not be adhering to its “Don’t be evil” 
mantra. With the threat of additional negative press and lost busi-
ness in its core operating areas, Google has decided to cease its Chi-
nese operations. In these circumstances a corporation must deter-
mine which of its operating areas are the most valuable and make 

the decision that protects those areas. If this means that the firm 
must end its relationship in a certain jurisdiction, then the com-
pany is obliged to follow Google’s footsteps and do so.

Can The Government Obtain The Same 
Level of Investment From Other Sources?

Finally, organizations must ask themselves whether the govern-
ment in question has the ability to substitute other firms into their 
place. Governments will seldom make decisions that assuredly set 
their jurisdictions back financially in the long run, thus if a decision 
has the effect of driving out investment with no means to replace it, 
then the power ultimately lies with the corporation. In Alberta, the 
government eventually realized that oil and gas producers could 
easily move their investments to other locations, and that they were 
not being replaced by other industries. As such, they had no choice 
but to change the royalty programs back to their former, lower lev-
els. In such cases, where the corporations hold signficant power 
over governments, there are numerous strategies that may be effec-
tive in reversing these unexpected decisions. Whether a firm leaves 
or adamantly protests the decision, ultimately the financial realities 
will convince the government to remedy the situation.

“I can only say we respectfully await the 
outcome of the Chinese legal process. 
We remain committed to strengthening 
our relationship with China, not just be-
cause you are our biggest customer, but 
because we see long-term business ad-
vantages for both of us.” - Tom Albanse, 
CEO, Rio Tinto 

In circumstances like the one faced by Rio Tinto, however, the 
power may rest in the hands of the government. Any steel produc-
er would gladly engage in business with the Chinese government 
to secure the rights to such a large and growing market. Knowing 
this, Rio has no choice but to continue its operations in the country 
– regardless of what decisions the government is making. These are 
the situations where a corporation may be forced to lower its head 
and continue to work with the government, because any other de-
cision would be detrimental to the firm.  

Leaving Your Comfort Zone
As evidenced by the three examples studied, corporations can 

understand the power dynamic between themselves and govern-
ments by asking themsleves three simple questions. The realiza-
tions reached through this framework can show how businesses 
must act in response to government actions. It is important to note 
that this is only a framework, and that judgment must be applied 
in determining responses to questions and in evaluating the rela-
tive importance of each consideration. In certain instances, one 
question may be so dominant as to trivialize the other two. When 
applied correctly, this framework can help interested parties pre-
dict and understand corporate reactions to government actions.  
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